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Swiss Ambitions is a Swiss exclusive club based in Geneva; we offer high quality,
highly tailored exclusive services to private individuals around the world.

 Swiss Ambitions Token (SAT) is a decentralised, open-source protocol that lets
carefully selected individuals join our private members only club through the

purchase of our SAT. Our mission: improve the adoption and usability of
decentralised technologies, for the benefit of all.



The creation of the blockchain technology alongside the availability of cryptocurrencies
permitted people to eliminate the need of a financial institution or a trusted third party

to facilitate transfers and payments between two parties. Due to it's store of value
similarity as well as being censorship resistant, the concept of a digital currency is

shaping the future of the business world.
 

Our vision is to create an exclusive luxury club for young entrepreneurs of like minded
individuals and offer access to it through SAT; a decentralised electronic currency based
on the blockchain technology. With this vision in mind, we created the Swiss Ambitions

Token (SAT) and ERC20 token based on the Ethereum blockchain.
 

The most prominent feature of Swiss Ambitions token, unlike many projects in the
market is the innovative idea of creating an exclusive club which you can join if you have

the SAT token. Our aim is to make SAT the main medium of exchange in our private
luxury members only club; " The Young Entrepreneurs Society ".

I NTRODUCT ION
 

S W I S S  A M B I T I O N S



First movers advantage. 
First Blockchain enabled economy

powering a Swiss members only offering
unique insights into the luxury industry

and Swiss real estate.

BY ECONOMIC SEGMENT

The Blockchain technology is
developing at a rapid pace.

Combining traditional markets with
the advantages of blockchain, puts us

in a unique position.

GROWING MARKET

Switzerland has become a preferred
destination for Entrepreneurs due to
its taxation system, geographic and

political position, low inflation , and
highl quality of life.

BY LOCATION

Competitive Analysis



Our Product and
Services

Real Estate Opportunitaties.
Luxury Concierge Services.
Private Education.
Created Membership group (SAT).
Swiss Watches.
Luxury Car Rental.



Token Specifications
Total Supply: 12 million

Blockchain: ERC20

Official Site: https: //www.swiss-ambitions.com/

Official Site Token Details:  
 https://etherscan.io/token/0x90b7251cee496202a85
A97703A32Db03d1304724

Contract Address:     
 0x90b7251cee496202a85A97703A32Db03d1304724

Token Symbol : SAT

Token Price: 1 SAT = 1.00 CHF

 

 

 

 

 

 



Membership
Packages

GOLD Membership
1,500+  SAT tokens

VIP Membership
5,000+ SAT tokens

Platinum Membership
10,000+ SAT tokens



Gold Membership Benefits:

Once you become Gold member a monthly SAT reward system will be deployed
with each member recieving 20% interest from the purchased token.

25% discount from our companies products & services.

The opportunity to meet and interact with the Golden community.

Telegram  group created for Equity and Cryptocurrency markets offering insights,
sell & buy opportunities and cryptocurrency due dilligance reports.

 

 

 

 



VIP Membership Benefits:

Once you become VIP member a monthly SAT reward system will be deployed with
each member recieving 25% interest from the purchased token.

30% discount from our companies products & services.

24 hours concierge services.

The opportunity to meet and interact with the VIP community.

Telegram  group created for Equity and Cryptocurrency markets offering insights,
sell & buy opportunities and cryptocurrency due dilligance reports.

 

 

 

 

 



Platinum Membership Benefits:
Once you become Platinum member a monthly SAT reward system will be deployed
with each member recieving 30% interest from the purchased token.

45% discount from our companies products & services.

24 hours concierge services.

The opportunity to meet and interact with the Platinum community.

Free legal advice.

Administrative works.

Telegram  group created for Equity and Cryptocurrency markets offering insights, sell
& buy opportunities and cryptocurrency due dilligance reports.

 

 

 

 

 

 



Features

Swiss Ambitions Token (SAT) the first
crypto currency based on luxury industry. 

Giving foreigners the opportunity for critical
insights into the Swiss exclusive markets.

SAT:  'New Culture' membership club
powered by blockchain.



Develop online community
(instagram, twitter, youtube, telegram
etc).

Organise conferences and community
meetups.

Incentives for community: referral
bonuses, community airdrops and
bounty token rewards.

Create partnerships in the Swiss real
estate & blockchain industries.

Organise exclusive events.

 

 

 

 

Marketing Strategy:



For inquiries and concerns

Contact Us No: 7 Muligassli 3785 Gsteig. Gstaad,
Switzerland.

MAILING ADDRESS

info@swissamibitions.com

EMAIL ADDRESS

+41 76 686 19 19

PHONE NUMBER

WEBSITE
 
www.swissambitions.com


